
Free developer tools courses
Unfortunately, the culture of the use of legal software survives in our reality is very difficult. Everywhere on the web, there are questions regarding
"keys", "cracks", "pills" for different famous applications. While complex and expensive programs used for the simplest operations and most of the
functionality remains even unexplored. For example, experts in Adobe Photoshop itself, many believe, although it is used only to crop the photo
and adjust the brightness and contrast.

On the other hand, there are many beautiful, functional and absolutely free tools for all occasions.

Offer you a list of do my essay for money apps that can be useful to the developer of e-learning courses.

1. Inkscape.
Inkscape is a powerful vector graphics editor that allows you to create and edit images in the popular svg format. With this editor you can also
open and edit files created in Adobe Illustrator. Actually Inkscape can in their capabilities to compete with monsters such as Corel Draw and
Adobe Illustrator.

2. Gimp.
Gimp is a raster graphics editor and photos. Its functionality covers most of the needs as a normal user and the professional: designer,
photographer, developer courses. Almost everything that can be done in Photoshop available in Gimp.

3. XnView.
XnView is a image viewer with batch processing, for example, to cut others the same size 5, 10, 100 pictures (Yes, even 100000), change the file
format and more.

4. Blender 3D.
Blender 3D is an incredibly powerful editor for graphics, animation, video. And for creating apps and games. Blender is a serious alternative to
products such as 3DS Max, Maya, Cinema 4d etc. As you remember, in this list I mention only the free app. Blender is no exception.

5. Free Studio.
Free Studio is a set of tools to work with audio and video files. All functions are distributed between tabs:

YouTube (download from YouTube, pour YouTube, convert to DVD, MP3);
Download (download from the torrent trackers from Instagram, NicoVideo, etc.);
Convert (convert various audio and video files is the most useful feature);
Record (also a very useful functionality that allows you to record video from the screen with sound);
Edit (cut audio and video files).

6. Windows Movie Maker.
This is a free tool very simple and quite convenient video editing. You can add images, videos, music, record voice narration, and combine it all
into a single video file.

7. OpenOffice, Libre Office.
It is a complete office packages designed to replace Microsoft Office. The packages of OpenOffice and Libre Office includes applications for
word processing, spreadsheets, presentations, drawings and diagrams. It's so strong competitors that they are recognized by Microsoft and
included in its office applications support the open document formats.

So, if you wish, and necessary for many tasks, you can find free and good quality software.
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